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Figure 1: LitPort prototype overview with labeled parts (LitPort on rightmost face of the device). In the presence of a matching
plug in proximity, LitPorts are illuminated to facilitate establishing a connection in low-light conditions (middle). In the
presence of a plug that does not match the receptacle LitPorts do not illuminate (right).

ABSTRACT
Plugging a cable or peripheral into a device is an integral aspect
of daily use of computing devices for most users. Yet, in low-light
or constrained-visibility conditions the simple act of finding the
receptacle to connect a cable to can be challenging and lead to
user frustration. To alleviate this frustration we present LitPorts,
a technology that illuminates receptacles in low-light conditions
when a compatible plug is in proximity, making plugging a cable
in substantially easier and leading to a better all-around user expe-
rience. We also present user feedback from our prototype testing
demonstrating the broad appeal and applicability of LitPorts.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware→ Electro-mechanical devices; • Human-centered
computing→Mobile devices;HCI theory, concepts and mod-
els.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We live in a computerized society. Phones, televisions, computers,
and even cars are common devices in most households, and the list
does not stop there [14, 35]. Recent research has shown that when
such common technologies are difficult or otherwise frustrating
for the user to interact with, users feel negatively towards the
technology [38]. As technology that is frustrating to use is less
likely to be adopted, the pervasiveness of technology has been
supported by a wealth of work focused on improving the user
experience in the user’s interactions with technology [33]. Such
work has focused primarily on user interaction with the device to
make the use of device more user friendly or navigable while the
area of device connectivity appears to be under-explored.

Device connectivity is an important aspect of device use. No
matter what type of device is being used, at some point during
the routine use of that device the user will likely need to connect
either a second device or cable for input/output or charging [14, 35].
In certain conditions (e.g., low-light, constrained spaces, or other
instances that create reduced visibility) this seemingly simple task
can be difficult to achieve, as anyone who has ever tried to plug
in a cable in a dimly lit situation knows. A recent study on user’s
experiences with technology found that a significant proportion
of users find establishing such connections to be frustrating [38].
Building off of work on charging and sensing technologies and
device illumination, LitPorts eases this frustration by illuminating
the receptacle that the user is trying to connect to as a way to guide
the user. Light has long been proven to be an effective means of
guidance and a stationary light you are headed towards is more
effective than a moving light source that you use to search with.
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Our primary contributions benefit all users of devices regardless
of their levels of expertise. These contributions include: Introduc-
ing receptacles that illuminate when the appropriate plug comes
in proximity to make it much easier for user to hone in on the
correct port and where the illumination ends when connection is
made; reducing user frustration and thereby improving the user
experience in situations that are (somewhat) challenging to deal
with; and addressing this gap in the user experience through little
additional hardware.

2 PREVIOUS WORK
2.1 Device Connectivity
While many types of connections are optional, such as headphones
or keyboards, one connection that is necessity-based is charging.
For many common devices (e.g., phones, laptops) if the device has
no charge it will not work. Thus, device charging is a form of
device connectivity that most users experience on a daily basis
[35]. Establishing that physical connection requires the user to
locate the charging port or receptacle on the device and connect
the charging cable. Research on device charging can be divided into
two categories, wired, which utilizes physical interconnection with
a power cord to transmit electricity, and wireless, which transmits
the electricity through an air gap [29]. Findings and developments
in charging connections are easily transferable to other types of
device connectivity as this connection process is also used for data
transfer or connecting different peripheral devices for input or
output needs.

Two significant developments in charging technology have been
the introduction of both wireless charging and magnetic connec-
tions. Wireless charging utilizes a fully enclosed transmitter that
relays the electricity to a receiver embedded in the device [20, 29]
requiring a precise alignment of the transmitter and receiver with
very limited physical separation between the two [20]. Such precise
placement can be difficult for users to achieve, especially in scenar-
ios without good visibility of the location where the device needs
to be placed. Magnetic connections use magnetic attraction for the
last few millimeters to connect the device to the charger. Apple
introduced the MagSafe power adapter [2] for their laptops in 2006,
which used a magnet as a means of securing the connection of the
power cable to the charging port. Magnetic connections are also
used for wireless charging such as with the Apple Watch [3] and
Oral-B iO electric toothbrush [6]. However, the use of magnets may
not be safe for all users, for example those with implanted cardiac
devices [37], and is warned against in user guides [2, 3, 6].

2.2 Sensing Technologies
Sensing technologies can make device interaction more convenient
[8] and have been used to aid the user in chaining devices [31], to
facilitate data transmission between devices [9, 31], for touch or
gesture recognition [7, 8, 23–25, 31, 34], power management [1],
and otherwise recognizing human activity [8] but our review of the
literature did not yield evidence of the use of sensing technologies
to aid in a user establishing a physical connection to a device. For
example, proxemics can be helpful in the area of device interaction
if applied to the space a device occupies to determine when another
device is in proximity. This has been demonstrated with display

devices that provide on-screen graphical notifications indicating
the presence of an additional display in the proximate area [31]. Ca-
pacitive proximity sensing relies on sensors [1, 23–25] that measure
the electric field generated by a conductive object, such as the hu-
man body [7, 8, 34], and is not well suited for applications in which
multiple different sensors are located in a small area [7, 8]. Wireless
communication technologies such as Bluetooth and WLAN have
been used for device binding when multiple devices are in proxim-
ity [26, 30] but are only effective when both parts have networking
capabilities and, typically, plugs and cables are not networked. Most
promising is Near Field Communication (NFC) which enables an
NFC-enabled device to communicate with a proximate NFC tag
to communicate information from the tag to the device to either
retrieve data or perform an action [9].

2.3 Device Illumination
The use of light as a means to communicate information about
a device is not new but is largely under-utilized in products [18],
one notable exception being electronic keypad locks. These are
becoming more commonplace and research has identified that, in
low-light conditions, users of these locks significantly prefer the
keypad to illuminate for use [38]. Researchers have explored the
use of illuminated cables and receptacles in various ways including
illumination as a means of conveying information about the active
electrical load of a cable [12, 16] or outlet [19] as well as information
about the status of the connected device [11, 22, 32]. The use of
illumination as a means of locating a receptacle port has been
explored by introducing touch-activated illumination of the housing
of the male connector [10, 17] or of the surrounding area of a port
or outlet [4, 11, 21, 43], either once the cable is connected [11, 21],
or constantly [43], or for ports or outlets with a covering door
such as the charging port of an electric vehicle, when the cover is
opened [22]. Such cords and plugs are not necessarily that helpful
in locating the desired receptacle in low light conditions as the
light source is being controlled by the user and they still must
first search for the port. Cord illumination requires the cord be
powered, which is not true for many input/external devices, e.g.,
headphones, [32]. Outlets and receptacles that have the surrounding
housing rather than the port illuminated are also not necessarily
effective for aiding in precise device connectivity as many portable
devices have a number of different ports clustered together in very
constrained spaces, see Figure 2. Such an arrangement does not
leave space to illuminate the area surrounding each individual port.
An abandoned patent application from 2010 shows an initial foray
into port illumination but, while being very narrowly focused to
only USB ports, discussed such a wide variety of potential options
for port illumination that no specific methods or implementation
resulted and the patent was not granted [36].

3 LITPORTS
Building on the these prior works we present a method to make it
easier to plug in devices in low-light conditions. The core idea of
LitPorts is to illuminate a receptacle when:

• Nothing is currently plugged into the port,
• the environmental illumination is low,
• and there is a matching plug in proximity.
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Figure 2: Left and middle: Example for devices where there
are multiple different receptacles clustered together in a con-
strained space. Right: Ports in the center console of a vehicle
photographed in late afternoon on a sunny day. Note that
even though there is a lot of light, the ports are not that easily
visible.

Once all of these conditions are met, the receptacle is illuminated.
For an illustration, see Figure 1.

Determining port availability and environmental illumination is
relatively easy. Generally, a system knows when a port is occupied
and environmental illumination normally requires just a photodiode
and thresholding mechanism. Detecting if there is an object close
enough to be potentially plugged into the receptacle can be achieved
through some form of passive proximity-sensing technology, such
as an inductive, ultrasonic, or capacitive proximity sensors, or some
other electromagnetic or electrostatic method. A good option, and
the core premise of LitPorts, is a strategically placed LED in the
receptacle and an appropriately shielded RFID/NFC sensing coil
near the receptacle as well as embedding a generic RFID/NFC tag
in all potential plugs. Such a solution allows for identification of a
matching plug in proximity to the port, and triggers the receptacle
to illuminate, thus creating a LitPort.

An important distinction of LitPorts is that it is the receptacle
itself that is illuminated and not a surrounding ring or area. There
is existing technology, e.g., in electric vehicles, that features an illu-
minated ring around the receptacle but this necessitates a larger re-
ceptacle assembly area. This is undesirable in many circumstances,
especially for mobile devices where space is at a premium as shown
in Figure 2. By illuminating the port itself, LitPorts does not re-
quire additional surrounding space which makes it a more desirable
solution for constrained spaces, such as in portable devices.

3.1 Prototyping a LitPort
We used an Arduino Uno with a SparkFun Simultaneous RFID
Reader - M6E Nano to prototype LitPorts. To sense the ambient

lighting condition, we connected a light sensor (a photocell) and
the micro LEDs embedded in the USB-A plug to light up the re-
ceptacle, via a standard breadboard to the Arduino. The built-in
UHF antenna of the RFID Reader enables the reliable detection of
UHF RFID tags at 10 cm distance (initial experiments with standard
HF RFID readers did not support reliable enough detection at this
range). We used an AD-160u7 tag, as this can be directly attached
onto the wire of a USB cable. The software running on the Arduino
lights up the LEDs as long as the following conditions are met: the
RFID reader reports the presence of a matching tag, the environ-
mental illumination is below a predefined, heuristically determined
threshold, and there is nothing connected to the plug.

Illuminating LitPorts: There are multiple options for illuminating
a port. One of the simplest options is to place a light at an appropri-
ate location inside the receptacle, which is a core premise of LitPorts.
Today, Ethernet plugs and receptacles are often already made from
clear plastic materials, which makes it trivial to illuminate them.
Other receptacles have often various plastic components that can
be replaced with a translucent version, which then can be illumi-
nated by a strategically placed LED. By illuminating the port itself,
LitPorts presents a more desirable solution for constrained spaces,
see Figure 2. Some examples for existing ports that can easily be
illuminated by replacing opaque plastic with translucent or clear
material are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Illustration of several receptacles with some of the
most salient parts that can be illuminated by replacing plastic
components with translucent versions highlighted in red to
create LitPorts. LitPorts illuminate only the receptacle not the
surrounding area. From left to right: USB-A 3.0, Micro USB,
USB-B 2.0, USB-C, VGA, HDMI, RJ45/Ethernet. Receptacles
not to scale.

Matching LitPorts: A novel feature of LitPorts is that they illu-
minate only if a matching plug is in proximity. For example, an
Ethernet port lights up only in the presence of an Ethernet plug,
but not when a USB cable is near. To detect which type of plug is
near we used an appropriately shielded NFC coil placed around the
receptacle and a corresponding (unpowered) tag on the plug. With
this technology a receptacle can then sense not only the proxim-
ity of the plug (RFID/NFC readers typically can read tags that are
within a few centimeters), but also verify if it is the correct type of
plug. See Figure 1.

We recruited student, staff, and faculty volunteers from the local
university population and, following institutional ethics processes,
12 male and 3 female participants ranging in age from 20’s to 50’s
provided informed consent to participate in the study. After com-
pleting a demographic pre-questionnaire all participants were asked
to sit at a table that had a desktop computer and prototype USB-A
LitPort. Then, to simulate nighttime conditions, the overhead room
lights were dimmed to the lowest setting, creating a nearly dark
environment. Immediately after dimming the lights, participants
were asked to first plug in a USB-A cable into a normal USB-A
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port and then into the LitPort. No further prompting was given. As
participants were not given the time to dark-adapt, i.e., they were
still limited to photopic vision, this simulated the experience of
plugging in a cable in a very dimly lit environment, where it was
difficult (for most) to see the positions of the ports.

Subsequently, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
about their experience. The individual measurement items Per-
ceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Usefulness (PEU)
[13, 39, 41], Confirmation Expectancy (CONF) and User Satisfac-
tion (SAT) [5], Perceived Usability (USAB) [15, 28], User Enjoyment
(ENJ) [27], and Self Efficacy (SELF) [40] were adapted from the
existing literature.

The constructs were measured using a seven-point Likert scale
ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (7), except
for SAT2 which asked about the users overall experience with the
LitPort, where the scale ranged from “absolutely terrible” (1) to
“absolutely delighted” (7), for both scales (4) was “neutral”. Finally,
participants were asked about their thoughts and observations for
LitPorts.

4 RESULTS
Even though participants were exposed to LitPorts for the first time,
all were immediately able to use it on their first attempt and the
majority (n=11 or 73.3%) found the connection easier to establish
in the illuminated condition while 2 found no difference and 2 said
the non-illuminated condition was easier. Overall, the response to
LitPorts was very positive, with average ratings in the range 5.7 to
6.5, i.e., “agree” for most measures, or a rating of 6.0, i.e., “delighted”
for SAT2. The only exception was for confirmation, which elicited
a rating of 5.3, i.e., “somewhat agree” response which, in retrospect,
makes sense as the participants were introduced to LitPorts for
the first time and had no prior expectation of performance, so
confirmation cannot be expected. For the summary statistics see
table 1.

Participants immediately saw the utility and benefits of LitPorts
demonstrated by comments such as “It was very intuitive as soon
as it was illuminated” [P11], “A little light to help with the problem
of plugging it in” [P8], “Having the guidance is great” [P7], “Good
for users in dark environments” [P3], “This is great for at night, on
plane, any place with low light conditions” [P6], “Useful not just on
desktop but in other forms. For example I live in an old house where
the electrical outlets and power bars are often in dark spots” [P5],
and “The lighted port enhanced the experience” [P7]. One participant
directly identified one of the benefits of LitPorts’ design when they
stated that the light it provides “Does not destroy your night vision”
[P11] while another wondered “Why does not everyone have this?”
[P14].

Comments such as “I scratched up my iPad around the plug by
searching for the plug [in the dark]” [P8], “Nice that it lights up when
you get near, some of the difficulty of plugging a cable in is taken out”
[P6], “useful to plug in phone at night - I always fumble around” [P15]
identified areas of user frustration that LitPorts would be helpful in
reducing. Additionally, some participants [P8, P12, P15] mentioned
using the phone screen or flashlight to provide some illumination
for plugging in a smartphone to charge but that it was an imperfect
solution as light from these sources are directed away from the

receptacle. Other comments discussed how LitPortswould help with
the challenge of accessing receptacles at the back of equipment
as it would be “Most useful for plugging in a computer monitor or
anything at the back of a desktop” [P4] and “Addresses the challenge
of accessing port, I know the general area [of the receptacle], but some
areas are so tight, helps narrow down the location. Still have to feel
precise location” [P7], as well as the benefit for broader populations
saying LitPorts are “great for new users AND new devices” [P14],
“Useful for cable management in music stuff/industry” [P5], “Great for
older people, my mom would enjoy this!” [P6], and “for people over
certain age, [such as my] father with shaking hands, light guidance
will be helpful, as will physical guidance” [P9].

5 DISCUSSION
The limitations of previous work as discussed above point to an
apparent void in the technology as there appears to be no existing
inter-device connectivity method that enables ease of connection in
low-light settings where the user is guided towards the receptacle.
LitPorts, an illuminated receptacle that serves as a beacon for the
user who is searching for the appropriate port, fills that void and is
unique in doing so as only the receptacle itself is illuminated and
not a surrounding ring or area.

As identified in the participant feedback, LitPorts benefit not just
low-light conditions but potentially also vision-constrained settings
and people who struggle with precision alignment tasks without
visual guidance, thereby making technology more accessible to
all demographics of the population. By improving this one aspect,
physical connections to the device, the overall user experience
will improve making LitPorts an attractive development for device
makers as the adoption of technology is ubiquitous and there is
a sizeable aging population. Discussing the concept of LitPorts
with various non-participant device users also resulted in highly
favourable responses and user interest.

While our current prototype involved only a dedicated device,
LitPorts have broad potential applicability. Study participants were
easily able to see uses for LitPorts in areas ranging from charging
their mobile devices at night to connecting computer components
and even cable management. In such situations it may be fairly easy
to get somewhat close to the receptacle but locating the correct
receptacle and aligning the plug and receptacle with the required
precision to establish a connection can be frustrating for users [38].
LitPorts eases this frustration by illuminating the receptacle that
the user is trying to connect to as a way to guide the user.

For example, research into battery usage and charging habits of
cellphone users shows that most charging happens in the evening
and at night [14, 35], with users frequently connecting to their
chargers between 1:00am – 2:00am [14]. Evenings and nighttime
are typically times of reduced light and performing a precision
task, such as connecting a cable plug to its matching port, can be
difficult to achieve easily in low-light settings. With LitPorts, the
user only needs to grasp the cord or plug and maneuver it towards
the device and the port will softly illuminate to show the user where
to connect the plug, without impacting their drowsy state or night
vision. For wireless chargers, including magnetic chargers, LitPorts
could be implemented on the charging surface so the user could
maneuver their device towards the charging pad which would then
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Table 1: Questionnaire Results

Construct Item Mean SD Construct Item Mean SD
Perceived Usefulness (PU) PU1 5.9 1.0 User Satisfaction (SAT) SAT1 5.8 1.2

PU2 6.2 0.9 SAT2 6.0 1.0
PU3 5.9 1.5 Perceived Usability (USAB) USAB1 5.9 1.2
PU4 5.7 1.1 USAB2 6.0 1.0

Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) PEU1 6.0 0.9 Perceived Enjoyment (ENJ) ENJ1 6.0 1.0
PEU2 6.3 1.0 Self Efficacy (SELF) SELF1 6.5 0.8

Confirmation (CONF) CONF1 5.3 1.1 SELF2 6.1 0.8

softly illuminate to assist with the precise placement of the device
onto the charging pad. The fact that LitPorts illumination turns off
when a successful connection is made then also informs the user
that their device is properly connected for charging.

Large, non-portable devices such as big-screen TVs or desktop
computers typically require a permanent installation in the space
they occupy, and typically have their receptacles at the back of the
equipment, where locating the proper port can be quite challenging,
regardless of the level of room illumination. A further constraint
in locating ports on such devices is that the devices themselves
are frequently dark in colour to provide a sleek or cool aesthetic.
When a user plugs in a peripheral device they must establish the
connection in, typically, a constrained physical space with limited
visibility. This can result in a seemingly simple task such as plugging
an HDMI cord into a wall-mounted TV or a monitor to a desktop
computer a time-consuming and frustrating task, as the user must
try to search for a port they cannot establish an easy line of sight
to. Using LitPorts to illuminate the port on the back of the TV or
computer will simplify the task by guiding the user towards the
port they otherwise are unable to see.

Our work also applies to the ports in the cabin of a vehicle for
connecting USB devices, audio input, or other auxiliary devices.
Such receptacles are commonly located in parts of the cabin that
are less directly accessible or poorly lit, even when the surrounding
illumination is high, see, e.g., Figure 2. When a vehicle is operated
at night this issue is typically worse. If the port gently illuminates as
the plug nears it, this connection can be easily established without
risk of serious distraction by the driver.

We acknowledge that our prototype implementation is not with-
out limitations and does not yet directly match how LitPorts would
be integrated into computing hardware to fulfill its potential. For
example, the RFID reader and the tags can likely be optimized in
terms of size and/or placement. The layout of the testing space may
have been a contributing factor for the 2 participants who did not
find LitPorts easier to use as, depending on the positioning of the
participant, the LitPort was at a greater distance that required a
longer reach. Another approach may combine different proximity
sensing and identification technologies. However, exploration of
such combinations exceeds the scope of our current work.

A potential limitation of LitPorts is that they require replacing
existing opaque plastic components of receptacles with translucent
versions to allow the light to transmit through the port. However,
there are already transparent versions of some plugs (RJ-45) that

are mechanically sufficiently stable, ameliorating this concern. Also,
surface-mounted LEDs are already very small and very bright [18]
and most receptacles already have power connections. For recepta-
cles with very small features (USB-C) finding the right place in the
construction of the receptacle for the LED to light the translucent
plastic piece may pose challenges, but light pipe technologies, such
as Printed Optics, demonstrate solutions [42].

Finally, while implementing LitPorts would require changes to all
plugs and ports, this does not negate the value of LitPorts as users
typically replace their systems every 3-5 years1. This continuous
renewal of hardware makes it easier to introduce LitPorts into the
marketplace, as vendors could present the innovative feature of
LitPorts as added value to customers. However, an international
standard would need to be created to assign unique IDs to different
types of plugs.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented LitPorts, a novel technology to reduce
user frustration and improve the user experience with inter-device
connectivity by illuminating a receptacle when a matching plug
comes into proximity. The most common scenario anticipated is
connecting a device to charge at night, thus we introduced LitPorts
through that lens. However, LitPorts could easily be expanded to
non-charging connections and usage scenarios such as Ethernet,
USB cables or drives, HDMI, input devices, headphones, and more
which will be explored in subsequent work. As discussed above,
illuminating a receptacle will make it easier for users to connect
their devices in low-light/low-visibility situations. Given that prior
research has found device connectivity is frustrating for users and
device illumination is enjoyed by users [38], LitPorts would reduce
user frustration and improve the all-around user experience. By
illuminating what a user is trying to find, the item becomes easier
to locate. By improving this one aspect, physical connections to the
device, the overall user experience improves, making LitPorts an
attractive development.

The strength in the idea of a LitPort is that it is an answer to
the limitations of other technologies. Magnets are not discriminate,
in scenarios where multiple ports are in close proximity, see Fig-
ure 2, they cannot guide the user to only the intended port, and
illuminated cables are not beacons. LitPorts is both of these things
and additionally is proximity-activated. Given that technology that
is easy to use is more likely to be adopted [33], and one common
1https://www.officedepot.com/cm/article/stretching-device-life

https://www.officedepot.com/cm/article/stretching-device-life
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action that device users face, regardless of whether they are novice
or expert, is connecting their device to either another device or a
power source [14, 35], we suggest that one simple technology that
can be applied to a myriad of different devices, thereby improving
the overall user experience, would be an important contribution to
the user experience. LitPorts is such a technology.
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